Continuous shape variation, or "morphing" of aerospace structures provides new design possibilities for the adaptation of aerospace systems to different operating conditions. This study aims to establish a multistep approach for the design of such structures. This includes identifying overall system requirements, creating feasible design concepts systematically, designing new morphing skin materials with corresponding deformation degrees of freedom and using multi-scale numerical simulation for detailed further design of the concepts. Where required, this also includes coupled simulations that take into account surrounding fluid or electromagnetic fields. The application of the approach is shown on three examples of morphing structures: The flexible gap cover between aerodynamic control surfaces of a UAV, the morphing nacelle inlet lip of a transport aircraft engine and a reconfigurable space reflector for use with communication satellites.
I. Introduction
EROSPACE systems and their structures are designed for several different mission or design cases, but they work with best efficiency usually only for a limited -if not single -number of such cases. It is therefore a natural process to adapt the system and its structural components in such a way that efficiency is improved in more, if not all, of such cases. In some application fields, such as aerodynamic control surfaces of aircraft, this is common practice. However, such discrete kinematic deformation methods typically introduce steps, gaps and other discontinuities in the surfaces, which can have negative side-effects. In order to avoid these, elastic skin deformation can be used to create a continuous surface in all configurations. In other fields, no viable solutions exist yet, and elastic, "morphing" structures open new design possibilities.
This, in the end, means generating shapes which provide proper interaction with their varying environments, i.e. with the flow field of an aircraft or with the electro-magnetic field for space antenna reflectors. An inherent challenge in such shape morphing is to obtain a proper balance between sufficient flexibility for ease of morphing on the one hand and on the other hand high load carrying capability for aircraft components or high morphed shape accuracy for a space reflector. This is a major reason why intensive research in this field so far has resulted in only a few practical demonstration cases such as a morphing wing trailing edge of a business jet 1 . For such design tasks, a related structured multi-step approach ranging from system considerations down to the design of flexible morphing skins and their interaction with adjacent structures and morphing actuation mechanisms is established and demonstrated. This approach will be discussed with emphasis on concrete design of morphing structures and skins, and it will be applied to different cases of morphing aerospace structures, namely 1) Wing trailing edges for aircraft, and especially for a UAV to improve aerodynamics, flight control authority and to reduce noise emissions 2) A morphing nacelle and especially air inlet of commercial aircraft propulsion systems in order to improve homogeneity of the airflow in front of the fan and first compressor blades 3) A space communication reflector which adapts or morphs its shape in orbit with high spatial frequency in order to adapt to changing mission requirements
II. Main elements of the multi-step design approach
As a result of several projects in the field of morphing structures, a consistent multi-step approach was inherently developed, that works well in many cases. It consists of the following main elements: 1) System considerations lead to a set of requirements for the morphing structure and its materials 2) A list of separate system functions is defined, possible singular concepts for each function are obtained and combined to a few feasible overall design concepts 3) Suiting morphing skin designs are chosen, or -if required -newly created by proper combination of available materials 4) The selected concepts are developed in more detail, by a proper mix of simulation, design optimization and testing. Multi-scale analysis typically plays an important role, especially in the skin design. 5) The feasibility of developed concepts is shown through lab demonstrators and hardware tests. These steps serve as a general guideline during morphing structures design. Since the skin design is a critical part in many systems it is highlighted as a separate step. The workflow is elaborated in more detail in the following, with special emphasis on steps 3 and 4.
A. System considerations
Typical aircraft system considerations in the context of morphing structures have been discussed e.g. by Wittmann et al 2 . He derived a framework for assessing the benefits and sensitivities of morphing parts on the aircraft system level. One of the dominating requirements to be derived from such investigations for the morphing structure are the different typical goal shapes to be achieved. Pleissner et.al. 3 established a multi-step approach still on a more global aircraft system and subsystem level, while this paper aims to the morphing structure design, its components and their interaction.
System considerations for communication space reflectors based on electromagnetic or radio-frequency (RF) investigations as outlined by Schreider et.al. 4 and Datashvili et.al. 5 again lead to different goal shapes that the reflector has to achieve in orbit as closely as possible. These shapes are a starting point for the design of the reflector structure, morphing actuation including their number and positioning, as well as the shape reconfigurable reflecting surface or morphing skin. From this, the stiffness and flexibility requirements for the morphing skins are derived. In most cases, also smooth actuator load introduction into the skin is needed.
In some cases, it can be beneficial that after a good design has been established based on defined goal shapes, a final design parameter determination is carried out based on a fully coupled approach e.g. with fluid-structure or electromagnetic-structure interaction. It should be also noted that a relevant benefit by morphing can be obtained only if the resulting overall mass and energy balance is still acceptable.
B. Generating different basic design concepts
Different basic design concepts are generated using established product development methods such as morphological boxes, an example of which is shown in Figure 1 for morphing aircraft engine nacelles and their inlet (see also section E). First, required functions of the system are identified. This is done as abstractly as possible in order to allow for a wide range of possible solutions. Examples for this application would be "reduce noise emissions", "provide smooth surface" or "convert actuation energy to actuation force". By independently coming up with possible solutions for each function, this table is populated.
Taking into account the requirements from system investigations and basic structural and material considerations as assessment criteria, the most promising concepts (say 2 or 3) are selected for further detailed investigations. In the b) System functions case of the morphing nacelle inlet, pneumatic actuation with a membrane outer skin was identified as a promising solution which is further detailed below.
C. Detailed simulation, design optimization and testing steps
The most challenging part of morphing structure design is in many cases the outer skin. It needs to provide a smooth, elastically deformable surface, while still having sufficient stiffness in certain degrees of freedom (DOF). The design and analysis of structures containing such skin materials is again a multi-step approach with different simulation aspects and levels.
Typically, simulation is based on multi-scaled modeling as outlined in Figure 2 for a wire reinforced flexible matrix used as morphing skin. This process starts with a high fidelity FEM model of a repeating unit cell (RUC) -often 3D solid elements -and derives a homogenized stiffness matrix using the virtual work method, which can be applied to a lower fidelity shell element model in the next step. These are used for the full skin model together with adjacent structural parts and actuation devices. In this upscaling process, proper order reduction especially for the skin models are to be carried out for parametric and optimization studies on morphing structure level.
It should be noted that such models are often geometrically nonlinear, with proper material behavior to be considered as well. For a limited elastic strain range, these linearized material models can also be used in geometrically non-linear models that simulate the entire morphing process. In case these linearity limits are exceeded, different homogenized material models are calculated and applied to the corresponding parts of the simulation. A continuous morphing process simulation can be difficult in this case. Thill et al. 6 extensively reviewed technologies and concepts of morphing skins, with some new developments given in this paper.
The handling of simulation models on different scales requires the use of specialized software. It needs to accept input parameters, perform FEM and other simulations on several levels, pass the results of one model as the input to the next model and perform tasks such as parametric studies, meta-modelling using response surface approximations (RSA) and numerical optimization. In this study, the in-house software tool EOS * is used, which is outlined In Figure  3 . The publication of EOS under the Gnu Public License (GPL) is planned in the near future. Several steps of the multi-step approach on the detailed design level can best be concretely discussed with the application cases mentioned above, which is outlined in the next chapter.
III. Applications of the multistep approach D. Morphing trailing edge of the delta wing demonstrator Sagitta
The R&D project "SAGITTA" on UAV technology has been initialized by Airbus Defence and Space in Germany involving several universities and research institutes 7 . Envisaged advanced technologies e.g. in configuration or communication and flight control concepts also include morphing flaps and gap covers to improve the aerodynamic efficiency and to further reduce noise emissions.
Step 1) and 2) of the multi-step approach (not detailed for this example) lead to the design of a morphing gap cover structure between adjacent control surfaces shown in Figure 4 . This can be compared to the morphing fairings developed by Kota et.al. 1 , but it requires less space along the trailing edge and potentially shows reduced actuation forces due to very good compliance in deformation direction.
The Morphing gap covers positioned on the trailing edge of the delta wing configuration between adjacent control surfaces are shown in with the flaps in their deflected state to +/-30 degrees. Due to the kinematics of the concept, the triangular gap cover section shows pure shear deformation (~60° initial opening angle, ~90° opening angle in the deflected state). This property is exploited for achieving large deformations with relatively low forces while still maintaining sufficient stiffness with regards to aerodynamic forces. The remaining gaps are covered with a prestressed, purely elastomeric skin.
In step 3) of the approach, the required large shear deformation is achieved through macroscopic material design of a sandwich skin (see Figure 5 and Figure 6 ). For the sandwich face sheets, an orthogonally woven metal wire mesh impregnated with a very low stiffness silicone (shore A hardness as low as 6). In this case, a metal wire mesh is preferred over an orthogonal fiber weave because the discrete wires with a relatively wide spacing allow much more in plane deformation. The sandwich core is designed to have the same degree of freedom as the skin, i.e. large, kinematic shear deformation. Regarding the combined sandwich skin, the high tension and bending stiffness in wire direction is determined by the metal wires in the skin while the low shear stiffness is determined by the elastomeric face sheet matrix and the kinematic core. Downscaled demonstration hardware is established with a thermoplastic core manufactured via 3D-printing (see Figure 6 ), which allows fast and cost efficient manufacturing and also renders possible the required degrees of freedom. Such lab models together with proper correlation of their test and simulation results serve well for verification of the design feasibility.
In this summarized description, steps 4) and 5), the detailed design and demonstrator testing process is already included in the given results. These step included finding and testing detailed solutions for critical aspects such as the connection of the morphing skin to the stiff support structure, the flexible connection of sandwich core and the skins, and the detailed kinematic design, also with regards to manufacturing constraints.
E. Morphing inlet of an aircraft engine nacelle
Within the EU funded project MorphElle 8 , a concept for a morphing inlet lip of an aircraft engine nacelle has been developed. An overview of the concept is outlined in Figure 7 .
Its motivation lies in modifying the airflow in the inlet according to the requirements of different flight conditions. With the developed morphing lip, it is possible to "open up" the inlet in the take-off case (compare Figure 8b) , also creating a more rounded lip shape. This is beneficial, since it maximizes pressure recovery and avoids flow separation caused by cross winds and high angles of attack. In the cruise condition with higher Mach numbers and low angle of attack, a more pointed lip contour is preferred (see Figure 8a) , since it reduces the aerodynamic drag. Proper contouring maximizes inlet pressure recovery, and upper lip augmentation will improve windmill conditions. This represents the requirements that determine step 1) of the multistep approach.
In step 2) of the approach, solutions to separate functions are collected and combined to a feasible overall design. For this example, this process has been shown in Figure 1 . The result of this step is a morphing lip design that is composed of multiple reinforced pneumatic tubes covered by a morphing outer skin, which allows to achieve as closely as possible different goal shapes by varying the pressure levels in the tubes while taking into account the environmental loads at the inlet.
A major challenge specific to this case is the circular nature of the nacelle inlet lip which requires 3D morphing capabilities in order to accommodate significant circumferential skin strains. Additionally, the skin is required to have a high in-plane tension stiffness and a moderate bending stiffness. The skin material developed in step 3) of the multistep approach for this application 9 is a somewhat similar sandwich as previously mentioned in section D, however in this case the bending stiffness is intentionally designed to be very low, see Figure 9 .
This sandwich panel uses off-the-shelf Hexcel FlexCore with elastomeric polyurethane face sheets to achieve high in-plane flexibility. Combined with an orthogonal metal wire mesh reinforcement in the outer skin with a +-45° orientation, this results in the desired skin degrees of freedom that are required for the morphing nacelle lip, namely low in-plane shear stiffness, low to moderate bending stiffness and high inplane tension stiffness for membrane stiffness.
In step 4) simulation models are again established by a multi-scale approach, with micro-mechanical models as the basis of macro-scale models. For parametric and optimization studies, these macro-scale models with a large number of DOF are transferred to lower order models. This then allows the determination of required pressure levels in the different tubes to achieve defined goal shapes via optimization procedures with reasonable computational effort.
For step 5), a scaled and simplified hardware demonstrator has been designed and tested. It is reduced to a 2D configuration and two pressure chambers. The achievable shape change can be seen in Figure 10 .
F. Shape reconfiguring space reflectors
As introduced in section A, shape variable space reflectors 5; 4 are used to adapt the operational characteristics, e.g. the RF coverage, in flight. From different goal shapes, proper RF reflective skin materials together with the number and positioning of linear actuators on the backside of the reflective skin are to be determined, see Figure 11 . Again, mesomechanical skin material models are transferred to the full morphing structure simulation model by proper homogenization techniques 10 . The reflecting surface consists of carbon fiber fabrics covered by a silicone resin system with a glass transition temperature at around −120 ሾ°ሿ. Above this temperature, the composite material is quite flexible but also stiff enough to achieve double curved reflecting surface in orbit. More specifically, a very low in- plane shear modulus and a moderate bending stiffness are required. It also shows lower thermal expansion than that of CFRP with a conventional matrix. For determination of proper actuator strokes, the root mean square (RMS)-deviation of actual shapes from the goal shapes is to be minimized, with actuator strokes as optimization variables to be determined. In the optimization loop, geometric nonlinearity is considered during the optimization process by updating the stroke influence matrix on skin deformation. Since the spatial frequency of the "bubbles" of the goal shapes might be quite high with deformation amplitudes of up to ±15[mm], the number of actuators can be in the order of 50 per square meter of the reflecting surface or skin to be morphed. A comparison of goal shapes and achieved shapes is shown in Figure 12 . Further improvements have been obtained via coupled mechanic-electromagnetic models, where the same performance could be reached with a smaller number of actuators.
IV. Conclusion
The chosen multistep approach has proven to be applicable to different types of morphing aerospace structures. While the specific simulation models and design considerations of course depend on the type of application, the basic principle of the steps and their sequence has shown to be valid for quite different cases. This together with proper material considerations as well as testing on different levels will induce further progress also in the detailed design of shape morphing structures and components.
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